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Rosen Criticizes U.S. Policy
by Patrick Reap
Former Iranian hostage Barry
Rosen addressed a near-sellout
crowd of 678 in the Oak Room last
Tuesday night, shedding light on
the history of U.S-lranian relations, as well as describing his
personal hostage experience.
Rosen criticized the late Shah of
Iran's economic programs,
specifically his reaction to the
1976 recession, when the Shah
refused to eliminate any military
expenditures, which consumed
25% of their budget.
The United States' foreign
policy in Iran also came under attack by Rosen.
While conceeding that immediately following World War II,
the United States had the best of
intentions with respect to Iran,

Rosen said, "Oil, economic interests, strategic concerns," and
our strong anti-Communism
theme diverted our goals.
For the future of Iran, Rosen
predicted eventually that Islamic
laymen will run the government instead of the clergy, who he criticized for "making the same errors as
the Shah."
Rosen also advised future U.S.
foreign policy in Iran to "leave
them to their own chaos", predicting it would be at least twenty
years before both countries' interests harmonize.
After Rosen's speech, he was
presented with a plaque from
F.U.S.A. member John Sohigan for
"his perseverance and dedication
the his country."
Rosen then responded to.-questions from students, drawing his

biggest cheers for criticism of the
Reagan administration.
"Balancing the budget might be
a nice thing to do, but a lot of people in this country need help,"
said Rosen.
Responding to a question concerning the President's Commision recommendation that each
hostage be paid $12.50 for each
day in captivity, Rose stated, "A
price like that to be put on the
ordeal I went through, and a lot of
other people went through is
outrageous."
Rosen, paid $2800 for the evening, is still a government
employee, and will be attending
Columbia University on a
fellowship. Regarding future
assignments, Rosen simply
stated, "My wife Barbara will have
the last say."

Fairfield Young Democrats
To Hold State Positions
[Photo by Duane Bailey]

Administration Seeks
Help Choosing Speaker
The Rev. John J. Higgins, S.J.,
Assistant to the President of the
University, has announced that
the process has been initated
to select candidates to receive honorary degrees and to
be the speaker at next May's
commencement.
In a widely distributed letter
issued shortly after the resumption of classes in September, Fr.
Higgins asked that nominations
for honorary degree recipients be
based on outstanding contributions in the following four
categories: professional achievement, public service, service to
the University and service to faith
and justice. His letter was sent to
undergraduate students through
FUSA as well as to graduate
students, the faculty and administrations through division
heads, deans, assistant deans,
the academic council, department chairpersons and program
directors.
A committee comprised of three
faculty members, two administrators and two students will screen
candidates for honorary degrees
and make recommendations the
President for submission to the

Board of Trustees. Fr. Higgins will
serve as the chairman of the
committee and has set Oct. 15 as
the deadline for the receipt of
nominations.
Regarding the selection of a
commencement speaker, Fr. Higgins requested that suggestions
be submitted to him as soon as
possible, noting that obtaining a
speaker usually involves a considerable amount of time. Discussing the importance of confidentiality in the entire process, Fr.
Higgins emphasized its particular
significance in the choice of the
commencement speaker.
Explaining that while there may
be many outstanding candidates,
over 3200 colleges and universities are currently involved in a
similar process which can have a
limiting effect on the University's
choice. Divulging the names of
persons being considered could
be embarrassing to the individual
eventually selected if he or she
were not the first choice. As with
honorary degree recipients, the
final selection of the commencement speaker rests with the Board
of Trustees.

by Kathy O'Connor
Members of the Fairfield University Young Democrats Club ran
uncontested for executive positions in the State of Connecticut
Young Democrats Organization.
Rich Marano, a senior, is the
youngest president elected to
office. Keven Fusco will serve as
college chairman, and George
Murphy will hold the office of
recording secretary.
Nominated and elected last
Saturday at the annual convention
of the Young Democrats Clubs of
Connecticut, Marano ran on a platform which included plans to increase the number of clubs in the
state. Fairfield University and
University of Connecticut maintain the only two college clubs
among the fifteen groups organized within the state. The other
thirteen clubs have been formed
within various towns and cities.
As president, Marano will conduct the monthly meetings of the
state delegates choosen from
each club. Having served as vice
president of the state organization
this past year, Marano is aware of
his responsibilities. He is looking
forward to setting up this year's
activities and working closely with
the state democratic party. Although eligible to hold this position for two years, Marano views
this as a one year job due to his

Inflation Raises Stag-Her Prices
by Kathy Noonan
Many students have complained about price increases in
the Stag-her Inn since the takeover by Seller's. Upon investigation, it was determined that these
price increases are valid, and were
in fact, approved by the University
when Seller's submitted their bid
for the food concession.
Mr. Ken Pensalfini, district manager for Seller's, emphasized the
role of inflation in these price increases. "We had to anticipate inflation and raise the prices accordingly. The Stag-her must be financially independent, it can not rely
on funds from the meal-plan program. That would not be fair to the
resident students." In giving a
price break-down, Pensalfini reported that 42% of the price is for
the actual product, 38% is for

labor, 10-12% goes toward paper
products, and 8-10% pays for utilities.
No major changes are anticipated in the near future. Pensalfini
noted the addition of pizza and
grinders by the inch to the menu
and stated that hopefully the selection of hot meals will be expanded. He also mentioned that there
is a full-time Seller's manager in
the Stag-her, Mr. Todd Lindsey,
who is always open to student
suggestions.
Mr. Stan Kapinos, permittee for
the Stag-her, emphasized that
there has been a minimal increase
in beer prices and these minor increases are all due to inflation. He
noted that there is a large selection of beers for the students to
choose from, including a monthly
bottle special. "Because we cater

to both undergraduate and graduate students, we try to keep a wide
range of beers, so there is something in everyone's price range,"
stated Kapinos.
Progress is being made on the
proposed wine permit. All of the
necessary paperwork has been
submitted and they are presently
waiting to hear from Hartford. If
awarded, the permit will allow the
Stag-her to sell not only beer and
cider, but also wine. They will start
out simply, selling wine by the
glass. Depending upon student response and space limitations, the
service will be expanded. Kapinos
feels that this will be good for the
Stag-her and will give it a more
"laid-back" atmosphere. He also
noted that the addition of wine will
allow for more sophisticated programming in the future.

uncertainty regarding graduate
school.
According to Marano "the impact of the Fairfield club on the
state organization illustrates the
important role students can play
in politics." Considering there are
over forty colleges and junior colleges in Connecticut, Marano
feels there is a great need for expanding college input and increasing student involvement.
The Young Democrats Club at
Fairfield was co-founded by
Marano three years ago and he has
been president since the club's
formation. The other executives
are James Ball, vice president,
John Stasiukevicius, treasurer,
Carmen Cornacchia and Ann Collison, secretaries.
Anyone under 36 years old,
whether a democrat or not, is eligible for membership. The Young
Democrats work on local, state,
and national campaigns, they give
endorsement to various issue
groups, and they try to initiate and
stimulate political awareness in
young voters.
This year the club's 54 members
wilt be organizing roundtable discussions, bringing guest speakers
to campus, publishing the only
club newspaper on campus, and
working with democratic candidates for next year's elections.
The club's first roundtable dis-

cussion, dealing with U.S. Labor
Relations, will be held October
5th. According to Marano, "Fairfield University has a fairly active
club which is suprising because
most students here are either
apolitical or conservative."
Marano feels it is important for
his club to remain active within
the University even though club
members may not typify the majority of the student body,
because he states "we need to
balance other groups like the
Young Republicans."
Concerned that the most conservative groups like the Young
Americans for Freedom also have
to be balanced, Marano is looking
into the possibility of establishing
a campus chapter of Americans
For Common Sense, organized by
George McGovern in 1980. Americans For Common Sense is a
group that works to combat various political tactics utilized by
certain conservative organizations. Marano explains, "The
Moral Majority denies it is a
political organization and it is important for a group like Americans
For Common Sense to bring to the
public's attention to the political
tactics that it {the moral majority]
really is involved in." The amount
of student input received will
determine if a chapter of
McGovern's organization gets
underway on campus.
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Mirror Images: A Prisoner's View of Iran
Written by Patrick Reap with Tom Callahan and Carl Gustafson
Barry Rosen strolled into the
narrow conference room in the
basement of the Campus Center
last Tuesday afternoon, took off
his jacket, and smiled as he sat
down for yet another interview.
He'd been through it before. It was
Day #245 of freedom from his captivity in Iran. (He would later label
himself a "prisioner" rather than a
"hostage", a distinction with
significant impact.)
Rosen's schedule at Fairfield
University was packed: an interview with the Mirror from 3:30 to
4:30, a taping at Connecticut
Public Television, which would
conclude around 5:15, then a
press conference afterwards at
the C.P.T.V. studios held for local
media. After eating dinner with
students from F.U.S.A., Rosen
would address a capacity crowd in
the Oak Room, take a half hour of
questions, and be driven two
hours to Kent, Connecticut to
meet some friends, hoping to arrive before midnight.
It was not a typical day for your
average United States Foreign
Service Officer. But this was different. His last job was Public Information Officer at the American
Embassy in Tehran, Iran.

James Smith, freshman accounting major—"Fairfield got a good
reputation as far as being able to
get important speakers. However,
Mr. Rosen presented to the students a detached chronological
political view of the situation, and
Fairfield did not get a lot out of it."
Rosen is an intellectual with a
firm grasp of post-World War II
U.S.-Iran relations. While confirming that the U.S. began their involvement with Iran with the best
of intentions, hoping to create a

FAIRFIELD:
A View
From The
Marketplace
by Delia J. Smith
and J. Krusinski

The first
of a
three part
series

Westernized model country in the
Persian Gulf, Rosen feels there is
no simple explanation of the problems that ultimately produced the
Iranian Revolution.
"One of the problems with this
situation is that it's not World War
II; it wasn't the United States versus evil Nazi-Germany. You fought
for something there," says Rosen.
"Everything is so gray here in this
whole situation.
We backed a very ugly repressive regime, and made Iranians
pay for that."
Rosen also had harsh words for
the late Shah of Iran.
"He built an outrageous military
machine that couldn't respond
when he needed it. The Shah was a
repressive and backward individual, even though he tried
some modernization. If we had
been more attuned to the
domestic affairs of Iranians, Iran
might not be in the situation it is»

[Photos by Corey Trainor]
being alone in a room for very
long," Rosen commented about
his prolonged incarseration. "Liv-

[Photo interviews by Larry Castellano]

"He could have taken a harder
stand. Iranians would have been
more in tune with a U.S. president
who said, 'We will not negotiate
with you.'"
"In this instance, his morality
went against him."
Rosen also criticized the role of
the media, especially television
for their role during the crisis.
"The press played a more intermediary role than they should
have.
Television was not interested in
the issue itself. They.were
interested in ratings and the
Iranians played on that."

John Podoloff, freshman accounting major— "Fairfield gained a
deep understanding of what it
means to be in a situation in which
one has no control over his surroundings. The hostages shared
no knowledge of their own fate."

was all worth?"
It's a moral and legal problem.
Our rights were denied by the
Algiers agreement," said Rosen,
referring to the agreement signed January 20, 1981, freeing the
hostages, while stipulating that
no hostage could sue the Iranian
government for reparations.
"The idea of $12.50 a day is
rather repugnant. It debases the
entire issue."
Rosen has been able to keep a
realistic perspective concerning
Iran and their people.
"I don't have a one-dimensional approach to Iranians. I
don't hate Iranians."
However, Rosen also realizes
how volatile and explosive the
situation in Iran remains.
"The economy is in a shambles. The country is in terrible
shape. There's a great deal of
chaos. But it's a country that will
make it. Iranians have always
made it."

i

"I don't have a onedimensional approach
to Iranians. I don't hate
Iranians."
However, in 1979, the Iranian
Revolution forced the Shah to
leave the country, and antiAmerican feelings seemingly
reached a peak in February of that
year, when Rosen was one of
seventy foreign service officers at
the U.S. Embassy who were taken
hostage for a day.
Rosen received the State
Department's Award of Valor after
the incident was resolved peacefully. However, U.S.-Iran tensions
were exacerbated upon the admission of the Shah of Iran into this
country two weeks before the
hostage saga began.
"The presence of the Shah into
the U.S. was the most illconceived act one could probably
do. After October 22nd I still had
my job to do. I was very disillusioned."
Anti-American feelings became
explosive, and Rosen felt the bestcourse of action for Americans in
Iran was to maintain a low profile.
However, on November 4, 1979,
the 444-day long hostage crisis
commenced.
"It was horrid. You can't enjoy

For thirty-nine years, Fairfield
University has been a part of the
community of Fairfield. Classes
have entered Fairfield University
and, after four years, graduated.
Yet each student who has ever
attended the school has shaped
the community's image of the
"typical student," and hence the
image of Fairfield University
itself.
"The university enjoys a very
positive image in the town,"
notes dean Schimpf, Vice-President of Student Services. It has
evolved to become an integral
part of the town from educational, cultural, and economical
standpoints. The invitation to
the community to participate in
such programs as Continuing
Education, Evenings of Music,
the Recreation Complex, and
the Playhouse productions have
been a positive contributing factor to this image.
Although not as obvious as
the red and white shuttle, the
university's monetary presence
"is recognized as a definite
economic impact," according to
the executive vice-president
of the Fairfield Chamber of
Commerce.
As Dean Schimpf points out,
the university is the largest
single private employer in town,
and most of twenty-two million
dollar budget finds its way back
to the area's cash registers via

ing with yourself is very difficult
after a while.
"I personally was not tortured
physically," says Rosen, adding
that guns were put to his head,
and he was allowed to go outside
for only about half an hour during
his fourteen and a half month stay.
Reading took up the bulk of
Rosen's day-to-day activity.
"They rarely censored our
reading; I could get another
degree in literature. I read at least
three-hundred books."
However, it was the reading of
the back of a crossword puzzle
that may have proved most interesting to Rosen. That's how he
found out about the disastorous
rescue mission that President
Carter launched in April, 1980, in
which eight U.S. servicemen died.
"I found out much later about it.
It would have been very difficult
to get us all out," says Rosen,
citing the fact that the hostages
were spread out throughout the
compound.
"I think we all felt very depressed. Now there were eight people
we were indebted to."
Rosen commented on Carter's
handling of the situation. "I think
President Carter had a very great
liability of being a terribly moral
individual. His feeling about 53
individuals got in the way of
diplomacy.

spending of salaries, interest
payments, and university maintenance jobs done by local firms.
The very fact that the campus
runs the shuttle, makes another
market accessible to the Post
Road merchants — the college
student.
The daily contact between the
two parties has formed what Roy
Cant of Class Printing describes
as "an affinity. I have nothing
but good feeling towards the
campus."
This view is often repeated by
the majority of establishments
the typical student patronizes.
Paraphrasing Will Rogers,
Gold's Deli manager, Charles E.
Lindberg says, "I've never met a
student of Fairfield University I
haven't liked. They are bright, attractive, polite, easy to please,
appreciative and well-mannered."
When they are not impressing
storeowners with such gentility,

Debbie Nanfeldt, freshman political science major— "Barry Rosen
gave the campus community a
better understanding of the Iranian situation that brought about
the hostage crisis. He gave us
an insight into a hostage's
experience."
Asked if television prolonged
the crisis, Rosen responded, "Yes
it did. Television was looking at it
as a media event, and not any
more than that."
Rosen refuses to view the
hostages as heroes.
"We were thrust into a situation. Heroes make situations.
The situation made us. Obviously, the President's Commission
didn't think we were heroes,"
Rosen explained.
The day before, a Presidential
Commission decided that each
hostage should be paid $12.50
per day for their 444-day ordeal in
Iran. In his first public comments
about the arrangement, Rosen
bluntly told the Mirror, "I was so
incensed yesterday. My feeling
is they shouldn't even put a
figure on this at all. I feel it is a
slap in the face. Is that what it

the Fairfield business acumen
stands out. "Fairfield University
students are very careful consumers. They buy exactly what
they need, and they know what
they want. They don't buy extravagances," was the comment
from the manager of Henry's
Clothes Store.
The manager of Natelson's
noticed that the students are
"careful shoppers, interested in
quality merchandise, and they
don't trust salesmen, because
they think exactly that, they are
there trying to sell them."
Even when buying the "standard" purchase of roses from
Hansen's Flower shop, the
students are viewed as "very
sharp". "They know what they
want."
Although the thrifty collegian
may only allow himself to spend
five to ten dollars on flowers for
his love, the affluent side surfaces at Fairfield Stationers. The

Paul Tusch—"Barry Rosen gave
the student body a unique insider's
view of the Iranian crisis, a situatin
that affected his country greatly."
At twenty minutes past nine
o'clock Tuesday night, Barry
Rosen ended his day at Fairfield
University to a cheering crowd of
over 80 at the Oak Room.
With a broad grin, he began
shaking hands with many of the
students who had heard him
speak.
Rosen gained his fame from a
situation he did not desire, and
did his best to prevent. Unfortunately, Barry Rosen will probably always be referred to as
"Barry Rosen: ex-hostage".

manager there reports that the
average purchase is twenty
dollars spent on posters, calendars, and cards. "Most Fairfield
students come in the groups.
They are usually dressed in the
"preppy" look, appear studious,
smart, and the image these
students project, is that they
come from a rich university."
Can there be too much of a good
thing?
Tom Fabbraio of the Scenario
Restaurant 'loves' the students,
"In a small group, it's great, but
when thirty to forty come in large
masses, it can get carried away."
And there are reservations at
7-11. Mary Luf manager, "I can't
condemn all of them for the few
who cause the trouble." The few
she claims are the freshmen who
act up when they first come into
the area. "But on the whole they
are pretty good."
Next week: The Residents
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Concerned Students Take Action
The group feels that such exposure will lessen students'
adverse reaction to the alcohol
issue and foster a positive attitude
toward responsible drinking.

h/ P.L.
A team of seven students, under
the supervision of John Paceco, a
Professional Alcohol Counselor
from the Bridgeport Council on
Alcoholism, have begun to tackle
the controversial issue of alcohol
abuse occurring within the Fairfield University community.

S.C.A.R.D. has also developed a
peer counseling program which
will consist of an on-going group,
a rap group, and individual
counseling. Members of the
organization are currently involved
in an intensive' peer couseling
training program which is directed
by the alcohol counselor.
S.C.A.R.D. hopes to fill the gap left
by Father Franklin, and also provide the University students with a
necessary service.

The abuse of alcohol has long
been an issue concerning the
University's administrators and
much time has been put into
developing a solution to the problem. Now, through the efforts of
Students Concerned About
Responsible Drinking (S.C.A.R.D.),
positive and definite steps are being taken toward prevention.

Weekly meetings are held on
Sunday nights at 7:00. Anyone interested in becoming a member is
encouraged to contact the group
through Box 1002. The on-going
group meets Wednesday from 7:00
to 8:00 and the rap group follows
at 8:30 to 10:00. Further information will be posted about the starting dates of these two groups. All
students are welcome to attend.

One of the goals of the group is
to educate the community on its
uses and abuses of alcohol.
S.C.A.R.D. will begin this process
by publishing newspaper articles,
pamphlets, and flyers. Posters will
be placed around campus and announcements can be heard over
WVOF, the campus radio station.

Young Americans For Freedom Desire Club Status
Fairfield University Young
Americans for Freedom has announced its intention to petition
the Fairfield Unviersity Student
Association for status as an official club of Fairfield University.
At this time, F.U.Y.A.F. is a private
student organization with no
financial or other backing by
F.U.S.A. A Constitution and a set
of Bylaws have been drawn up and
at the present time, the only
obstacle preventing F.U.Y.A.F.
from petitioning F.U.S.A. is the
lack of a Faculty Moderator.
F.U.Y.A.F. is a chapter of Young
Americans for Freedom Inc., a national organization composed
mostly of conservative collegeaged men and women. A very brief
summary of several of the tenets
of the Sharon Statement (the position paper all Y.A.F. members
must sign) is:
1. Foremost
among
the
transcendent values is the individual's use of his God-given
free will.
2. The market economy is the
single economic system compatible with the requirements
of personal freedom and at the
same time the best supplier of
human needs,
3. The forces of international
Communism are the greatest
single threat to liberty and the
United States should stress
victory over rather than coexistence with, this menace.
F.U.Y.A.F. is open to all Fairfield
students who can philosophically
concur with the Sharon Statement. Currently, the Chairman of
F.U.Y.A.F. is sophomore Michael
S. Guarnieri, the Vice Chairman is

senior Gregory A. McAleer, the
Secretary is sophomore Joseph H.
Wheeler, and. the Treasurer is
junior Lisa Thomas. Anyone interested in joining this organiza-

tion should write box 1420. We
would also urge any faculty
member who would like being
given the opportunity to Moderate
this group to write box 1420.

BOOS...

Upcoming Events
TODAY, Thursday, October 1, 1981: Go and catch George Harrison's
'Concert for Bangladesh' at 7:30 and 9:30 in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is $1.00.
There will be an "Open Mike" at the Stag Her Inn tonight.
Friday, October 2: It's the Yankees versus the Orioles in the Stag Her Inn
at 7:30.
The Borodin Trio will perform an all-Russian program at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Oak Room. The admission price for students is $1.00. General
admission is $5.00. Don't miss this internationally renowned trio's performance.
There will be a 10 p.m. showing of the movie "Concert for
Bangladesh" in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is $1.00.
Saturday, October 3: APPALACHIAN FESTIVAL starts at 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak Room. Quality crafts from the art of Appalachia will be featured along with musicians playing and singing traditional Appalachian melodies. The admission price for Adults is $1.75,
Student/Senior Citizens admission price is $1.00.
On the Campion Soccer Field there will be a game between our men
and U.R.I, at 11 a.m.
There will be a baseball game at 1 p.m. -Fairfield University versus
Quinnipiac.
Women's Field Hockey game at 4 p.m. on Barlow Field. Fairfield
University versus Barrington.
Rah! Rah! It's a football game versus Norwalk at 7:30 on Alumni Field.
It's Live music with a D.J. in the Stag Her Inn.
There will be a Women's Chorale Concert at 7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga'
Auditorium.
Sunday, October 4: The Appalachian Festival continues in the Oak Room
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The admission prices are the same as yesterdays.
For Horror Film buffs and those who love to scream, the movie "Halloween" will be aired in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30. Admission is $1.00.
It's a baseball doubleheader on the baseball field. Fairfield Unviersity
versus Eastern Conn, at 1 p.m.
Monday, October 5: MIRROR meeting will be held in the Bannow Third
Floor lounge at 7:30 p.m. All members are encouraged to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
The opening night of the Fairfield University Playhouse's revival of
"Godspell" at 8 p.m. This production will run through the 10th. For ticket
information, call 255-5411, extension 2204.
Tuesday, October 6: Square Dance Club will meet at 7:30 to 10 p.m.
There will be a Bioethics Seminar in the Nursing Audirotium at 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
Wednesday, October 7: A University Workshop in Economics and
Business will begin at 3:30 p.m. in the FOB rm 331. Dr. Thomas Conine,
Associate Prof, of Finance will speak "On the Theory of Inflation and Optimal Investment Policy" Attendence is open to all members of the
University.
A Wine Seminar will be held in the Faculty Dining Room between 8
and 10 p.m.

...to the playhouse for making
students pay $5.00 to see
Godspell on a Saturday
night...talk about catering to
outsiders...no wonder everyone
goes down to the beach on
weekends - with hosts like
that. To the Peeping Tom in the
Quad...haven't you heard of Dr.
Lucas' new hotline for real bad
cases?...there may still be help
for sicko's like you who keep
harmless women armed with
soap bars just in easel To the
questionable enthusiasm for
clowns and games at FUSA's
worthwhile fundraising Carnival Day...the real clowns were
the ones who didn't show up!
To the last group of sicko's this
week: THE HECKLERS at last
week's Andrew Heath Recital...
way to put on that positive Fairfield Catalogue behavior... you
sure aren't the image of Fairfield!

...to the Fairfield bookstore for,
rearranging the front of the
store so it doesn't look like a
Medi-Mart anymore...to the
quality of the paperbacks
available..To Dae and Sherri
for organizing Carnival
Day...our hats off to you while
we hope to find the wallets of
those who did not attend...To
FUSA for another successful
romp of the MIRROR.:.who said
those guys and gals couldn't
perform when it came time?...I
mean at softball... The score: a
close 8-7 hair-raiser. To the
Randy Bachelors for having the
good taste to make their final
performance
here
at
Fairfield...To Tim Reis for
sparking a new trend -- dancing
in the Stag Her Inn..and for his
quick and agile fingers...To the
Football Club's steamroller victory over Livingston...2 out of 3
ain't bad...we wait for further
destruction.

f

Campus Notes

Wanted
Males and females to work on
F.U.S.A. Special Events Committee. Requirements:
1). eager to be involved in student
activities
2). willing to do "much" work
without pay
Simply fill in area below and you
are hired!
Name:
Box Number:
Please place in Box 1665 we'll
be in touch soon!
Fairfield University Staff
Association is organizing a bus
trip to Boston on Saturday, October 24. The drop off point will be
Quincy Market. The bus leaves
campus at 8:00 a.m. and will leave
Boston at 7:00 p.m. The total cost
is $16.00. Anyone desiring to participate should contact Linda

White in Student Services, extension 2443.
A "hot line" is starting on campus. You may now telephone a
counselor when you don't want to
come to the Counseling Center or
identify yourself, but you do want
to discuss something with a professional counselor. Call 255-5411
ext. 2641, Mondays and Thursdays
3:30-4:30 -- ask for Dr. Lucas.

* * *

Have you ever wondered who
provides the music at the Stag
basketball games? It's the Fairfield University Pep Band and
they're looking for new members.
The Pep Band practices on Thursday evenings in the Northwest
Ground Lounge from 7-9 p.m., starting October 1,
If you are interested in joining
this lively group, contact Steven
Landry, P.O. Box 2259.

1292 Post Road
Fairfield Center

Banking
as you like it
Member FDIC

hBy Appointment
O j r
259-5888

cutters
Hair styling for
women and men
JUST ONE BLOCKS WALK FROM THE SHUTTLE

* 12— GUYS
ALSO
SPECIALIZING IN

SPECIAL
OFFER

(NATURAL HIGHLIGHTING
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Features
What's A Writer To Do...?

by Philip McGinty

In response to the ever-growing
interest in writing among undergraduates, the English Department has expanded to include a
new program in writing and a
writing center, both open to all
students.
The new writing program is
designed for students preparing
for "careers as professional writers, or careers in which strong
writing skills will be an asset," according to Dr. Nicholas Rinaldi,
program director. Courses in the
writing of fiction, poetry, drama,
TV scripts, print journalism and
technical writing, therefore, are
geared toward both English majors and non-majors.
For students who have chosen
writing as a professional pursuit,
the department offers an English

major with a concentration in
writing.
The requirements for the
10-course major include five
courses in writing, three in literature, and one in literary theory.
The program culminates in a
Senior Seminar in which the
students completes a major
writing project, such as a novel, a
sequence of short stories or
poems, or a piece of journalism.
Non-majors who select courses
within the writing program to supplement their respective majors
will receive preparation for a possible career in business, law, public relations or teaching.
Although 46 students are currently enrolled as English majors
with a concentration in writing, Dr.
James Farnham, Chairman of the
English Department, assures,
"The department is still commit-

ted to the study of literature and
an emphasis on literature."
The Writing Center, located in
Room 111 of the Faculty Office
Building, is available to any student seeking advice about a particular writing task, such as a
research paper, an essay, a lab
report or a job application.
At the Writing Center, which is
being run this year on a pilot program under the direction of Dr.
Mariann Regan, writing consultants will work on a one-to-one
basis with each student.
The writing consultants at the
Center will serve as sympathetic
readers who will help each student
plan, rewrite and revise his work
according to the individual student's needs. "Thus the student
will receive help with the writing
process," believes Dr. Regan.
Students are encouraged to

December 11 according to a
schedule of operating hours
posted near its entrance. Students
seeking advice from a consultant
prior to October 13 should contact
Dr. Mariann Regan in the English
Department for an appointment.

visit the Writing Center of their
own volition, or they may be referred by a professor for help with a
specific writing assignment in a
course.
The Center will be open this
semester from October 13 until

Media Center In Motion
by J. Krusinski
The red van identified by its
ous behind-the-scenes crew of
stenciled white lettering is the
Fairfield University's Media
most familiar campus footprint of
Center.
the secluded yet highly industriDelivering the quintessential

tools of many classroom lectures
such as the slide and overhead
projectors, televisions and recorders does not signal the end of the
van's journey, for beyond it lies
the multifaceted center with services ranging from consultation, ,
design and production of teaching
materials not available on the
market, equipment maintenance
and publication of the Media
Newsletter.
All these responsibilities are
taken under wing by a professional staff of six headed by the diversified talents of Dr. Ibrahim M.
Hefzallah.
Dr. Hefzallah's credits are internationally textured by the roles of
television producer, media consultant, professor and professional of
adaptation and dubbing—not only
in the United States, but in Egypt
and other Arab countries such as
Qatar and Kuwait.
Although Dr. Hefzallah is familiar with how the two cultures approach the utilization of media, he
is quick to point out that it is difficult to make comparisons in the
face of various intervening factors
of cultural and financial differences.

Media Center Director Dr. I. Hefzallah.
[Photo by RoseAnne LaBarre]

FAIR-VIEW ■
CAMERA SHOP
& STUDIO

B
B

Student Discounts &
Instant Passports
GENUINE KODAK
PROCESSING

334-5123

2189 Black Rock Tnpke, Rid.
Also At Stamford 324-0682

»

PAUL'S

HAIRCUTTERS
OF FAIRFIELD
LATEST HAIR CUTTING
For MEN & LADIES
PERMS • COLORING
ALL STYLING
SERVICE BY
MALE & FEMALE
HAIRCUTTERS
MANICURE

Differences can also be seen in
the Media Center since its reloca-

AL'S PLACE
(Corner Mill Plain & Post Rd.)
-We boast the most reasonable prices in town!
-We are just minutes from campus at the intersection
of Mill Plain Road & the Post Road
-Happy Hour Weekdays 5 pm-6 pm
-Pitcher Draft Beer STILL only $2.50
-Thurday Nights, free of charge, we feature a first run movie
starting at 9:30 pm (earlier with longer films)
-Play Pool, Pinball & TV games
-Monday thru Saturday, Nitely Specials
MON. (9pm-12pm)
TUES.(9:30pm-11:30pm)
WED. (9 pm-12 pm)
THURS. (9pm-12pm)
FRI. (10pm-12pm)
SAT. (10pm-12pm)

Pitcher Draft Beer only $2.00
Bottle of Bud/Miller/Lite just 75q
All regular Gin & Vodka drinks 750
Large Drafts for 25c
Ladies' Night-ladies drink for half
price
Half Price Special-Buy 1 st drink at
regular price, get 2nd for half price

259-9084

Sundays we are open from 11:00am-1:00am. Say
"Hi to 'Ellie' and enjoy one of her Sunday
sandwich specials for just $1.00

(Adjacent to Traynor Porsche Auto)

So, stop in and meet Al, Mike, Eddie, Dez '81,
Frank '82, Mike G. '82, & Tom '82

2317 POST ROAD,
FAIRFIELD

tion to new quarters. The considerable renovations include an
eight station darkroom, photography studio, media production laboratory and an audio and video editing room. These extended facilities are necessary to meet the
growing interest in the creative
mediums.
For those who take delight in
the sound of the fall of the edited

r

tape, the blindness of the darkroom blackness and the total control of the camera's eye, can
satiate their creative desires by
joining the Media Center's volunteer crew. The crew is now being
formed by Associate Media Coordinator Marion Visel and those interested should contact her as
soon as-possible for details of the
training program.

Which Way?
by Jennifer Gorham
Back to basics. Lead a simple
life.
That is a general philosophy
present in society today. Organized religion may provide this type
of life for many people who are in
search oj it.
Religion is in a state of change.
This may be as a result of evolution within the church, or a reflection of the conservatism of the
times. Still, many churches and
theologians support the idea of returning to '"fundamental religion
and the teachings of the Bible.
One such group that has gained
popularity in high schools and colleges across the country call
themselves The Way.

Members of The Way International pattern their lives after the
ministry of service set by the 1st
Century followers of The Way.
"Followers of The Way in the 1st
Century were guided by God's
power," believe present day followers of The Way.
As in the 1st Century, members
of The Way seek salvation and
God's power and believe that once
they have received it, they are able
to manifest the powers of the Holy
Spirit. They are said to perform
miracles and to heal one another.
The believers, who studied the Bible nineteen centuries ago and
now, act upon it as the Word of
God and take a literal interpretation.
continued on page 5

flUGUSTINIANS!

■v
1

"HOW CAN I
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE? " i

One way may be to live within the Augustinian
Fraternity. When you come to live with us, you observe
and participate in our community life for several years
before making a final commitment. You observe that we
are a religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with one heart in
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and we labor in the service of the people of God."
We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes, foreign
missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals and
military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Father John Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Vilanova, PA 19085
(215) 645-7595
Name.
Address.
City
School or Occ.
Phone

State

Zip
Age.
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by Andrea Vecchiolla
If you are looking for an unusual
and different way to spend your
time, why not go to a unique crafts
exposition that will be coming to
campus soon?
Quality crafts from the heart of
Appalachia will be featured at the
sixth "Experience Appalachia, An
American Cultural Festival," to be
held October 3 and 4 from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. in the Campus Center.
The festival is being co-sponsored
by Fairfield University and Appalachian Volunteers, Inc.
Appalachian Volunteers, Inc. is
a nonprofit organization that markets the quality handicrafts from
people who live in Appalachia and
must derive their main source of
income through the sale of their

creative products.
The cultural arts and crafts
festival is sure to be an effective
way to learn about the inherent
talent and rich traditions of these
craftsmen and women from Kentucky, West Virginia, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Virginia.
These Appalachian folk will
demonstrate such age-old skills
as woodcarving, leather working,
sculpture, porcelain and jewelry
creations, pen and ink artwork, as
well as a variety of other things
such as unique household items
which typify American heritage.
Festival-goers are sure to be
fascinated by the tremendous exhibition of 175 varieties of folk
toys which can make for unique
gifts or just plain fun. This assort-

ment of unusual games and toys
have been historically researched
and replicated by Mr. Dick
Schracke, America's leading producer of such old-time reproductions. You might recognize Mr.
Schracke by his several national
appearances on television shows
such as David Frost and The
Today Show.
Besides Mr. Schracke, another
worthwhile display to see will be
that of Mrs. Cora Vest, an expert
quiltmaker who will share her
knowledge with anyone who is interested in learning how to quilt
and who would like to actually
practice the techniques that she
uses in making her wide, colorful

THE NAUTILUS
CAFE
-LADIES NIGHTAll Drinks for Ladies
just 75$
THURS..OCT. 1
9—12 A.M.

array of intricate works.
Foot-stompin' and handclappin' mountain melodies will
provide plenty of atmosphere and
will be sure to entertain those who
wish to listen between stops made
to browse through the displays.
The musicians will be playing
and singing traditional Appalachian fiddle, banjo and guitar
melodies throughout the two-day
event. Lewis and Donna Lama, a
father and daughter duet are making their third appearance in the
Fairfield County area having just
returned from a six-week tour of
Denmark and Great Britian.
The couple will be joining the
Barnes family of country music

The Way describes itself as "a
fellowship of the followers of the
Lord Jesus Christ for the manifestation of the more abundant life. A
follower of The Way is filled with
and manifests power from on
high, holy spirit and freely avails
himself of fellowship meetings for
spiritual nurture and growth."
The Way bases its research procedures on a passage from the Bible: II Peter 1:20 and 21. It reads,
"Knowing this first, that no prophecy of prophecy came not in old
times by the will of man; but holy
men of God spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost."
The founder and president of
The Way International, Paul Wierville, that the Bible must interpret
itself since it is not open to interpretation by people. Literal interpretation is the foundation for

Biblical research as advocated by
The Way.
Wierville's teachings have been
met with some opposition. The
most controversial of Wierville's
teachings concerns Christ. He
teaches that Jesus is the son of
God, but not God the Son. Furthermore, Wierville has also stated
that he has produced the only pure
and correct interpretation of the
Bible.
!
Beyond the teachings of The
Way, concerns have been expressed by theologians, educators
and parents about the population
that The Way attracts. This population includes adolescents and
young adults who, because of
their level of maturity, are easily
influenced. Some even see The
Way as having characteristics similar to those of many cults.
It cannot be overlooked, howev-

FIGHT INFLATION AT
FAIRFIELD TRADING POST

MONDAY - THURSDAY
7—10 P.M.
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS
3 — 7 P.M.
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er, that the early Christians dem
onstrated cultish characteristics
as well by their rituals, meetings,
denunciation of families and
former selves, communal living
and separation from accepted re
ligious practice.
Organizations that grow and
become more complex often
follow cyclical patterns and
return, nostalgically, to earlier and
less complex times.
It seems that Christians are in
search of a simple and meaningful
religion, characteristic of the 1st
Century Christians, and many find
this in the fundamental teachings
of the Bible.
Nonetheless, the New Testament is based on the teachings of
Christ, who said: "I am the way,
the truth, and the life: no man
cometh unto the Father, but by
me." John 14:6.

GRE« DEALS,
LOWESfHRICES, Ask:

SEE OUR FULL LINE
OF KNAPSACKS
AND BOOK BAGS!!

1144 Reef Road, Fairfield

fame who have received many
awards for their entertainment and
have also appeared on television
and radio.
One of the Berea College Country Dancers will be on hand to help
these two families to entise anyone willing to try out a few mountain steps. There will be three performances both Saturday and Sunday of the festival which will be at
11 a.m.-12 p.m., 1:30 p.m.-2:30
p.m. and 3:30-4:30.
For entertainment, fun, and
good food, start looking forward
to the first weekend in October.
Admission is $1.75 for adults,
$1.00 for students and senior
citizens. Pass the word!

Which Way?
continued from page 4
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Editorials
F.U.S.A. and the MIRROR
THE SAME GOALS
If you were to pick up this paper
three years ago, you would find FUSA
and the MIRROR at opposite ends of
the court. Last year saw the same
situation. Instead of setting down to
begin again with similar hostilities, we
have decided to look at our objectives.
...What are the purposes and motivations of the two organizations?...
FUSA funds come directly from the
activity fee each student pays. The
funds are then allocated between the
various FUSA departments.
The objective of this organization is
to use these funds to supply students
with a well rounded, diverse program of
activities that will hopefully meet every
student's needs and interests. FUSA is
here for the students.
. The MIRROR is realizing its role in
the Fairfield Community as a balance.
We provide the scale on which events,
causes and current issues are
evaluated, reviewed and brought to the
University's attention.
The MIRROR became an independent corporation in 1977 under Editorin-Chief Ned Barnett. This incorporation didn't separate the paper from the
students. While still a student run
organization, the MIRROR strives for
journalistic professionalism. Our
primary goal is to remain objective.
As two organizations with different

perspectives, one must remember the
common goal of serving the students.
A relationship which takes into consideration the perspectives of the other
organization's role will have a positive
effect on Fairfield.
In October of 1978, an editorial entitled "Paranoia, Disunity Mark Relations
Among Campus Leaders," depicted the
MIRROR and FUSA in a running battle.
Part of the editorial reads, "The
greatest tensions exist between FUSA
and the MIRROR."
When viewing this past instance, we
find it hard to believe that such a situation could have occurred. What was accomplished by this? Nothing.
Although differences will occur, a
professional working relationship must
be maintained. These differences must
be dealt with through the proper channels and not allowed to reach the
hostile levels of the past.Reflection on each organization's
role is the basis for a relationship of
mutual understanding. It is this
understanding that will benefit all.

Carl Gustafson
Editor-in-Chief
Fairfield Mirror

Michael Bentivegna
President of the
Fairfield University
Student Association

THE MEDIA:
Distorted Views?
This space will be reserved weekly
for members of the Fairfield community
who wish to take a stand on a
relevant University issue.
The most frequently cited criticism of college students today is their disinclination
for social activism. Since activism requires
commitment and inspiration, I cannot condemn a man for being uninspired. In my
view, the greatest deficiency prevalent
among students today is a lack of ability to
properly interpret the events and ideas that
are disseminated by the media. While most
will insist that they have political views and
many are quite articulate in expressing
ihem, it is often apparent that they do not
possess the proper background and information necessary to justify their beliefs. It
is many times the case that these views are
held only because they are fashionable, or
because their parents have characterized
their own political theory as incontrovertable fact.
I believe most students, assuming we
have a free press, fail to recognize that
often vital information is suppressed or
downplayed—not by our government as
much as by the media itself—in which editorial bias often omits or disguises pertinent facts in an effort to present a distorted view that reflects that bias.
A current example of this is the present
situation in El Salvador. The Reagan Administration has chosen to ally itself with the
Duarte Government, an undeniably oligarchic totalitarian regime, and against the revolutionary elements which are portrayed as
agents of the Soviet menace.
The conditions in Central America are the
product of many diverse and complex factors which I could not begin to cover in this
article. Five per cent of the population, the
elite if you will, control the entire region of
El Salvador, politically and economically.
The inhabitants are largely impoverished,
landless peasants who have been dented
full participation in a system that has its
roots in the Spanish colonial period. The objective of the rebels is to overturn this inequitable status quo in favor of a more egalitarian order. President Reagan and the
media that support his policies, typify the

rebels as tools of the Soviet Union, which is
well-known for stirring-up and supporting
revolution in order to attract new governments once the rebellion is accomplished.
While this view of the Soviet intention is
often accurate, it should be obvious that
such a massive uprising as a revolution cannot wholly be created by agitation from
abroad. This is not to suggest that the Soviets do not have interests in Central America or that once the Revolution succeeds
(which is likely unless we become militarily
involved) El Salvador will not find its way into the Soviet orbit.
The Soviets have an eye on all revolutions
and are greatly interested in manipulating
them for their own benefit; but in this case,
if El Salvador falls into Soviet hands, it will
largely be the fault of the United States and
the current foreign policy. By electing to
support the Duarte regime and not the
rebels, which have the backing of the peasants as well as the Roman Catholic clergy,
our government has isolated those fighting
for the Revolution, forcing them to seek
support in other quarters. Since we provide
arms for the government to repress the rebellion, the rebels must, in many cases,
seek their military hardware from the other
powers that have the capability of supplying
them, namely Cuba and the USSR. It is likely
that by our actions we compel the new
powers that will be to rely on the Soviet influence, which will probably result in a
semi-facist government that will once again
betray the interests of the peasant population.
One final note. While newspapers and television provide continuous coverage of the
events in El Salvador, why is it we hear so
little about neighboring Guatemala, where a
similar situation prevails? There is a civil
war raging in Guatemala also, on a scale
very similar to that in El Salvador, yet the
press affords it little attention.
It seems the intention of the media is to
lead the American public into viewing the
events in El Salvador thru Reagan's eyes
and not in the larger regional context
necessary.

Stan L Prager, 'S3

Bit

LETTERS

"New" MIRROR
Undergoes Heavy Attack
To the Editor:
If the Fairfield University Student Association (FUSA) was disappointed about the
poor turnout at Fairfest '81, their ill feelings
probably did not fully manifest themselves
until they picked up last Thursday's Mirror.
Just in case they had forgotten how well the
latest fall extravaganza had fared, FUSA did
not need to look any farther than the lead
headline of the paper: FAIRFEST...At What
Expense? If President Mike Bentivegna was
beginning to think twice about renewing his
subscription, who would blame him.
I personally thought that the headline
was in rather poor taste; the boldness of the
words gave a very clear connotation that the
Mirror was not supportive of the event. A
story on the front page should not have
been accompanied with a headline that
would have been more appropriate on an editorial page. While the Mirror has every right
in the world to ask FUSA how long a deficit
social event will continue to run, the question should not have been posed on the
front page.

As I understand it, such insightful headlines and poignant questions are part of the
new image of the Mirror. The paper has
become dedicated to finding out all the
facts and printing the truth, even if it means

"the 'get tough
and get the
straight news'
policy frightens
me a little bit."
stepping on a few toes along the way. As
Howard Cosell would say in his infinite wisdom, the Mirror is telling it "like" it is." As a
former staff member and news department
editor, the "get tough and get the straight
Continued on page 7
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BARRY ROSEN
by A. Khadjavi
Last night (September 22) I went to the
Oak Room to hear Mr. Barry Rosen speak.
For the meager sum of $2, I was able to
listen to rwo talks. First, Barry Rosen, who
had been recently held captive for 14.5
months in Iran, spoke. Our hearts went out
to him. He had suffered a long ordeal with
courage and perseverence. He "kept the
faith" all through his ordeal. He described
the circumstances of his captivity with
sincerity.
The next speech was by Barry Rosen of
the State Department. The talk, however,
was not as moving, because it was not as
convincing, since it was not as sincere. We
heard, essentially, the official line of our
government. We had often heard this line (in
particular regarding our relations with Iran)
in the press, on TV and not long ago in this
very Oak Room from another illustrious envoy of the State Department. One of the
comments I heard last night sounded all toov
familiar. I had heard the same remark,
almost verbatim, from Mr. Sullivan (our last
Ambassador to Iran) on ABC's "Nightline":
We didn't teach the Shah's men torture and
repression. The Iranians wrote the book on
torture and cruelty. We simply gave, them
"technical training."
But, the entire officer corps of SAVAK,
the feared Iranian secret service, was
trained here and there were as many as 400
officers of SAVAK at any one time undergoing training here in the U.S. This training
included "interrogation techniques," as it is

euphemistically called. This type of training
for security forces is well documented both
for Iran and for many South and Central
American nations whose repressive governments are to our liking.
The claim that our policy makers were not
aware of the width and depth of sentiment
in Iran against the Shah simply flies in the
face of facts. I am sure that Mr. Rosen, with
his excellent knowledge of Persian (the language spoken in Iran, had direct personal
knowledge of how Iranians viewed the
Shah. They viewed the Shah as a ruler imposed on them by the U.S. aJtd viewed their
country as, effectively, a colony of the U.S.
At the other end of the policy-making totem
pole, every President also had personal
knowledge of the Shah's popular standing,
because the Shah made periodic State
Visits to the U.S., and every time there were
more or less violent demonstrations by the
Iranian Students' Association, right in front
of the White House as well as elsewhere.
On some occasions both the President at
the time and the Shah even got a whiff of
the tear gas drifting onto the White House
lawn. During the 60s and the 70s, the FBI
and Immigration officials would "interview"
Iranian students prior to these royal visits.
This was intended to intimidate them and
keep them from participating in demonstrations. So obviously the government was fully aware of the feelings of the students.
Having an unpopular ruler, wholly dependent on us for support, in Iran was all too
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convenient for us: we could pressure him into anything by simply threatening to reduce
our support.
I do not wish to moralize and condemn
certain policies as immoral. Our foreign policy should be based on what is called "enlightened self-interest," not on moral prin-

4UM-

ciples; because moral principles can often
lead us into immoral acts. But our policy
regarding Iran, as we can now see, did not
even serve our self-interest. It was an exped-

X
ient and shortsighted policy that sacrificed
our long term national interests to the short
term business and other interests. Evidently foreign policy was made, to a large extent, at best, in response to pressure
groups such as multinational corporations
and their lobbyists, and, at worst, by corrupt
politicians on the Shah's payroll.
The result is that instead of having a free,
democratic and generally Western oriented
government in Iran (which would have been
the case if we hadn't reinstated the Shah in
the coup d'etat of 1953), we now have an introverted and hostile government there, adding to the instability of the whole region.
The Hostage Crisis and the reason for the
event was described by Mr. Rosen according to the standard State Department view:
The entire affair was staged for the Iranian
internal consumption. It was an internal
power struggle and the hostages were used
as pawns.
This is a convenient explanation and also
helps wrap up the Iranians in a veil of mystery. They are so different from us—what
with their flowing robes and turbans and all.
Their internal political battles too, of
course, cannot resemble our political battles. They seized our hostages to use them
in mysterious and undefined ways.
No alternative explantions for the whole
hostage affair was mentioned by Mr. Rosen.
I enjoyed both of the speeches. My only
criticism was that, through flashbacks, etc.,
the two speeches were intertwined and
sometimes, it was hard to separate fact
from fiction, i

A DAY OF "ANTI- AMERICA"
by Michael S. Guarnieri
Over 260,000 people gathered in Washington on September 19 for the Solidarity
Day activities. The name "Solidarity" comes
from those Polish workers and their union.
The similarities between the unions end
there. Well, back to Solidarity Day, about
which a few observations:
1. Why did Solidarity Day get over 2
hours of non-stop television coverage (over
PBS) complete with three anchormen and
reporters on the field the same year in
which the March for Life (an anti-abortion
rally) got about 1Vi minutes of coverage?
Yes, Solidarity Day had over 260,000 participants and the March for Life had over
110,000, but one must consider that the
March had large numbers consistently year
after year for about ten years, while Solidarity Day was a one-shot deal. And people say
there is no liberal press bias...
2. Special interest groups like the Moral
Majority, Inc. are constantly harassed for
being one-sided and for trying to control the
Congress. These unions assembled in all
their glory on Solidarity Day were a specialinterest group trying to control Congress by
making Congressmen scared (it is supposed here that Congressman 'A' upon seeing
260,000 union members will vote in anything

they want). No one seems to care about the
Union Majority.
3. I noticed some Gay Rights supporters
assembled on Solidarity Day as well as
some E.R.A. supporters. What were they doing at a union march? Well, they weren't
seeking membership into a union, that's for
certain. I suggest they were part of the Plan
it

And the people
say there is no
liberal press
bias...

of the day. Namely, Solidarity Day was a
"get Ronald Reagan" day under the sneaky
guise of a wonderful union march, like we
used to have in the old days, before Big Business.
4. And then there's Lane Kirkland. He
told us that the President's Economic Program was devastating the economy. Someone should remind Lane that the Program
doesn't begin for two more weeks. I bet

Letters
"new" MIRROR Continued
Continued from page 6

Inews" policy frightens me a little bit.
Fairfield University is a business just like
any other corporation. They pride themselves on giving the most for your money,
but mistakes are made now and again. After
all, the administration is only human. While
certain mistakes demand the attention of
many eyes and ears around campus, there
are many altercations, faced by administration and student organizations alike, that
the university administration would not like
to see in print. And, who blames them? The
job of this university, in addition to offering
the current student body a good four-year
education, is to favorably market itself in
hopes of attracting future clientele. Articles
that "tell it like it is" and expose minor problems in a major fashion only aid in destroying the goal of this university.
Rather than playing the role of major
news source on,campus, I think a college
student press has a different role to fill.

dollars to donuts that Lane would blush if
he heard that..

Continued

There are literally thousands of professional newspapers that are involuntarily committed to getting the major scandal and
printing it first, but a college press does not
have to join in this media war. The college
newspaper has the unique luxury of being
able to wriie about the positive aspects of
people, not the negative ones that appear
daily on the front page of the New York
Times. A college newspaper is a service organization; it should enlighten you about
clubs, activities and interesting people and
events. News of importance also plays a
great part in the weekly college paper, but it
does so only If there is a story behind it.
Unlike the professionals, a college paper
does not live and die by the news "scoops,"
and it should not behave like it does.
Around campus, a good news story is
hard to find, and it is my hope that the Mirror takes its time finding one. Tough news,
no matter how accurate it is, makes for
tough relations between the press and the
affected group. This only results in making
it tougher to get news, not easier.

Kan Vaughn

5. Someone who knew the Program
doesn't start for two weeks is Albert
Shanker, the Supreme Educator and President of the teachers' union. He said, "I don't
believe in giving a person (Reagan) a chance
in a program that doesn't have a chance of
working." So now we're making assumptions and casting judgement on a program
yet to be started. What if we said that Thief
"A" had no chance of being useful in the
world. Let's not give him a chance. I bet I
know what would help the economy and increase the quality of education, which is
Shanker's department; salary increases for
teachers.
6. Then there's the theory that Solidarity
Day represents the average American who
is fed up with Reagan's policies. Note first
that the average American is far from being
unionized, (less than 1 out of 5 Americans is
unionized). Second, some statistics compiled by PBS the day of the rally: 71 % voted
for Carter, 11% for Reagan (far from the National opinion), and 1% approved Reagan's
accomplishments thus far, 98% disapproved (Nationally, 60% approve, 29% disapprove). All for the theory that these were
"average Americans."

7. "If (Republicans) were given 25 years
of power like the (Democrats) had had in the
past, we might see some (positive) changes
in the country." No, a rich, conservative, Republican didn't say this. A union member in
California said it in an interview on PBS.
8. A notion—what if American business
would unite like unions have? What if
unions were prevented from merging as
businesses are (under anti-trust laws)? I
suggest we make unions follow the same
rules as business. Under current law, the
AFL-CIO would be just about a monopoly
and at the very least would be broken up
because of its large share in the market.
Why dorft we break it up, as we did Standard Oil, etc.?
In conclusion, I saw Solidarity Day as a
last ditch, desperate effort for "Outees"
(liberal, self-interested, anti-business and
anti-free enterprise) to destroy the "Inees"
(conservative, pro-business, pro-free enterprise and unbounded competition). Solidarity Day was not a joyous occasion as it is
when Polish unions strike; it was a day in
which the American union movement took
three steps back. I feel sorry for Lane and Al
and the rest of 'em; they've lost their fight
and their support, and they really don't
know what to do next.

fflLMlii™™
ladder Students
To the Editor:
During Professor Andrew Heath's "Evenings of Music" concert in the Oak Room last
Friday night there were occasional disturbances on the walkway in front of the Campus Center and in the lobby.
Noisy conversation, shouts and bad language create an unfortunate image of Fairfield University students. The 600 people in
attendance at the concert left our campus
after enjoying an evening of glorious music
with misgivings about the courtesy of students. Perhaps the students involved were
unaware that there was a concert in progress. I prefer to think that was the case.

Spoil syttol

This Friday there will be another concert
by the internationally famous Borodin Trio.
We hope that students will take the opportunity to hear them. However, to those who
choose not to attend, may I ask that you
show courtesy to the performers and the
audience by observing good manners as
you pass the Oak Room and as you greet
friends in the lobby.
We need you, as well as our friends in the
community, to support the arts at Fairfield.
Please help by making our campus a pleasant place to visit.
Chris Sinagulia
Director of Special Events
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Arts & Entertainment
A Day At The Carnival; A Night With "The Rift"
by Georgette Katseto

The Bold And Energetic Art Of Palko Lucas
by Diana Filiano
Ah..the chatter of the cultured
class echoing artistic jargon between sips of wine and bites of
cheese. The decorative fruits and
glistening ice statue set a very
elegant, creative mood for Palko
Lukacs' art exhibit at the Center
for Financial Studies continuing
through October 30th.
The painter, of expressionistic
style, uses oils, watercolors, and
does a number of linoleum prints.
His vibrant use of color coupled
with short, energetic strokes,
create a very powerful, moving image on canvas. In pieces such as
JThe Jungle " or "Mont Blanc"
there is extensive, bold outlining,

almost in the style of Van Gogh.
This can be very effective when
trying to retain the energetic quality of the landscape. In a sense,
this style resembles his life's experiences, for he was a vast
traveler. This same feeling is
brought to his portrait work. Instead of using mere flesh tones in
a face, Palko incorporates all colors, which give the piece the
essence of life and vitality. Little
blending of these colors give an
unusual, mysterious quality,
especially in a poignant portrait of
his daughter entitled "lima".
Lukacs uses drastic light/dark
tones. This contrast is seen comparing "Village Square" with "Self
Portrait Without a Self".

His depiction of the stations of
the cross is very emotional. It portrays Christ's pain vividly --viewing
the human side of Jesus. This
gloomy feeling is also sensed in
such portraits as "Tony" and
"Paul".
Palko, enjoying much praise
from his onlookers commented to
me: "I have had many exhibits in
my life--all over the world. But
what really made this extraordinary for me and very happy is the
love and enthusiasm of the
members of the Fine Arts Department who did many things for mesetting up and the brochure -thank you."

Would you consider getting
married for the day? A first time
FUSA event offered this and many
other events at a fund-raising carnival held Saturday in the Oak
Room. In addition, there was
music and dancing by "The Rift",
all to benefit the Easter Seals
Rehabilitation
Center
in
Bridgeport.
One dollar admission was
charged for the Carnival attendance, two dollars for "The Rift"
and a game ticket cost 25$. The
games and events that were
presented ranged in diversity. The
most popular, the pie toss, sponsored by UMOJA and FUSA, gave
the victim, Bobby Hurt, a small
taste of whipped cream and a
large supply of shaving cream that
would last him to eternity. The
clown, another favorite, walked
his invisible dog and juggled the
ever famous preppie alligators. To
test skill, one might participate in
the Biology Society's Basketball
Toss, or the Stag-Her Inn's
Quarter Pitch. To foretell the
future one might have tried Ms.
Glenda's Fortune sponsored by
the Women's Association or Palm
Reading with the Politics Club. To
chance one's luck, a game of Odds
took place, given by the
Republican Club and several raffles were held by FUSA and the
Appalachia Volunteer Corp. Also
available were personalized
helium balloons, and a certificate
and wedding ring that wed lovely
couples for the day.
The Rehabilitation Center offers

a variety of services people are
unaware of. Dae Magrino, codirector of Special Events, stated
that it is not just for mentally and
physically handicapped children
but the services are for accident
victims of all kinds. She, along
with Co-director Sherie Saba,
started making plans at the end of
May. By keeping in touch over the
summer and at various times
since the first day of school, FUSA
tried to get many of the sixty-five
clubs on campus involved. Nine
clubs participated.
The attendance was not as high
as they anticipated. Few came in
the beginning and as time passed,
only a dispersed number of student could be seen through the
Oak Room doors. Clover the
Clown expressed dismay in
stating " I wish more people showed up."
The carnival in itself did not
prove very profitable, and Dae
commented with a somewhat sad
smile, "I can't believe people
didn't come for a good cause."
However, FUSA hoped the dance
would bring a better response.
With "The Riff'playing, and beer
flowing from the donated kegs,
the proceeds exceeded the $500
mark they were anticipating.
In the future, FUSA plans to
make some adjustments such as:
having a Carnival in February so as
to allow the clubs more time for
planning and to publicize the
event more adequately to attract
greater attention. With this in
mind, maybe in February 1983, the
wish that Clover the Clown expressed will become a reality.

Chorale Begins Season
With A Crescendo
by Tricia Burke
Every Monday and Wednesday
evening, around 6:00, the empty
hallways and hollow classrooms
of the third floor of Canisius come
alive with "the sounds of music."
What is this noteworthy occurrence?
Chances are it is Fairfield
University's Women's Choral,
comprised of forty-five talented
'and dedicated girls, who are practicing under the direction of
Carole Ann Maxwell.
With only eight rehearsals
cushioning them before a scheduled concert in conjunction with the
Naval Academy at Annapolis, the
singers have been busy getting
their vocal chords tuned up since
the commencement of school. In
addition, seven new members
have been initiated into the pro-

ceedings this year.
For the first time last April, the
chorale travelled to Annapolis and
sang at two religious services in
the chapel there. Our chorale is
now reciprocating; and thi,s
weekend the eighty member Annapolis choir is making a road trip
to Fairfield.
The chorale extends an open invitation to see and hear a joint,
concert performance on Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga
Auditorium. The program, which
appears to be quite diversified, includes selections from A Chorus
Line, Fame, and some Twentieth
Century French Canticles, to mention but a few. President Kathy
Lennon claims "the girls are looking forward to this concert as only
the beginning of a busy, exciting
^ear."

Palko Lukacs "retains the energetic quality of the landscape" as seen in this painting, "Village Square"
This and other artworks by Lukacs are now on exhibit at the Financial Center, through October 30th.
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R&R CARPET,
& SUPPLY Co.

Lowest prices in town on
BEER, LIQUOR and WINE!!!

372-1206
•Large Selection
►Low discount prices
•All sizes & colors of
carpets and remnants'

P.F. D'ADDARIO
MUSIC INC.
Trumbull Shopping Park
Lower Mall
TRUMBULL, CT 06611

phone 372-4576

Special discounts for students

259-0673

\~s

KEG BEER ALWAYS IN STOCK
Kegs as low as...
VA

Pabst

Vi Schmidts

$

18.20

*28.28

$

4.99

Serlin500iL42°% *l.S
TmastPf charge]

Budweiser
Natural ..
Busch

EXPORT BOTTLES
9.8 lease
Black Label

$

$

9.8 lease
9.42ease

$

+ Tax & Deposit

Miller
Lite

*6.82 case
$

9.81 case
10.12 case

$

FAIRFIELD CENTER, FAIRFIELD—1476 POST ROAD
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
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BEHIND THE SCREEN
Belushi in "Continental Divide"
by Margery Grey
Move over "Animal House"
fans, John Belushi is back and he
has taken a turn for the better in
Universal Studio's new romantic
comedy, "Continental Divide."
Belushi plays Ernie Souchak, an
established columnist for the
Chicago Sun Times who is out to
break a crooked politician. Before
things get too heated, Souchak's
editor, played by Allen Goorwitz,
sends him on an assignment to
the Rocky Mountains for a two
week cooling off period. Here, he
is paired with Blair Brown who
plays Nell Porter, an eagle studying scientist who has been living
in the Rockies for the past four
years. Since Porter despises
newspapermen, and Souchak is
there to do a story about her, the

relationship starts off on rough
terrain, but makes for some funny,
touching moments in the story.
The story takes us up to the
Continental Divide where Porter
lives and Souchak is now stationed. They both realize that they are
literally stuck there for two weeks
and if nothing else, must maintain
a civil relationship.. Yet confrontations with the wildlife, the sparse
living conditions, and the increasingly hard to seduce Porter make
it quite difficult for Souchak to remain civil. Yet his quick witfed
humor and down to earth, lovable
personality keep him on top of the
mountain trying to bridge the
"Continental Divide" between
himself and Porter.
John Belushi's performance in
"Continental Divide" marks a

significant change in his acting
career. His versatility in acting
make his character realistically
believable and alive. Although Ernie Souchak lacks the glamour of
Woodward and Bernstein, his
keen sense of humor and trying
experiences move the audience to
keep hanging in there with him
every step of the way.
The story was slow in spots, but
the superb photography by John
Bailey far compensates for the
picture's weaknesses. Also the
strong supporting role of Blair
Brown and a fine script by
Lawrence Kasden make for a
refreshing and entertaining new
comedy definitely worth seeing.
The movie is presently showing at
Fine Arts 4 in Westport and will
run through this week.

The Musical Versatility of "Do'A 93
by Lisa Sosa
The talents of Randy Armstrong
and Ken LaRoche were unmistakably evident during the
Center for Financial Studies' first
public performance of music. Held
on September 23 at 8 p.m., the
event was one that was unfortunately missed by many. Armstrong and LaRoche united seven
years ago to form "Do'a". Do'a
(db-ah) is an African-Persian word
signifying earthly music in harmony with celestial music. The

name is well deserved by the two.
The members of "Do'a" combine their versatile talents to
blend a variety of musical inputs
from all over the world. They use
an assortment of instruments:
each has its own unique shape
and sound. One instrument that
particularly fascinated the audience was the Grand Kalimba.
This is a South African instrument
made from a hollow apple log
trunk with goat skin covering the
ends. There are over one hundred
strings on the top of the log.

Armstrong studied at Lalit
Center of Indian Music in Boston.
He plays different types of bells,
percussion, and string instruments. LaRoche studied at
Longy School of Music in Cambridge, and is a former member of

Ernie (John Belushi) and Nell (Blair Brown) are very much in love •- at
times, in Universal Studios new romantic comedy, "Continental Divide."
the New Hampshire Philharmonic
Orchestra. He plays percussion
and woodwinds.
The concert was a presentation
of original compositions by
"Do'a". Declaration, their first
selection, lives up to its title. The
combination of guitar, concert
flute, and bells sounds like
someone rejoicing with their hap-

piness. Next, they played Kalimba,
also the name of a South African
Thumb Piano. Song of the Dove
was inspired by their trip to Israel.
The union of the flute and guitar
sounds like a storyteller reciting a
sad tale. Valley of Search, containing Persian motifs, was a reflection on their travels.
All the musical pieces were well
received by the audience, but I
especially enjoyed Oneness. It is a
beautiful piano solo by LaRoche.
He begins serenely then suddenly
starts playing harsh notes, the
sounds of friction, but quickly
reverts to the softer notes; seemingly the conflict has been resolved, and oneness results.
The concert was an experience
that was greatly enjoyed. We can
only thank those organizations
whose combined funding provided
such a program. The concert was
sponsored by the Center for
Financial Studies, Fairfield University, and the National Association
of Mutual Savings Bank Educational Department. Also, a partial
grant was received from the New
England Foundation for the Arts,
the Connecticut Commission on
the Arts, and the National Endowment for the Arts.

BEER BUYS!!!
Bud Export 12ozbottle 9.81 case

Wiedemannsi2ozbti.1.856Pk 7.40 case

CarlingExporti2ozbti. 6.82

Tuborgi2ozbti.2.48epk

9.92

Moosehead i2ozbti. 3.70epk

Labattsi2ozbti.3.08epk

12.36

MAGIC NUMBER

259-1764

MANGO?

FREE DELIVERY

Liters
750 ml
200 ml

9.95
7.99
2.49

Thurs., Fit, Sat.—
Call before 6 pm

Our Pina Colada is ■ ^Z^B x\
pineapple sweet, and very ^^^^^&M V^j\
coconutty. It's easy to get
'^■iMB^
^
mixed up with 'cause the liquors already in it
Prepared by Federal Distillers Products. Inc.. Cambridge. Ma.

25 proof

^
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The 'Bachelors' Return
A Farewell Performance
by Ed Vigliano
The "Randy Bachelors" are
coming! The band will perform a
farewell to Fairfield University on
October 9th. The event, which
takes place in the Oak Room, promises to be "a party the students
won't forget," says 'Ace' Holeran,
drummer for the Bachelors.
The band, which has played
locally for two and a half years inclubs and colleges, enjoys the
support of Fairfield University
students. Last year they sold out
the Oak Room and in April made
Dogwood weekend one to
remember. "Everybody came to
have a good time at Dogwood,"
said Ace. "It was easily one of the
best gigs ever. When break-up talk
began a month ago, the whole
band wanted another shot at Fairfield because the people have
been so receptive."
The band, which consists of
Paul Ossola, bass; Moe Beardsworth and David Coe, guitars;
Ron Bacchiocchi, keyboard;

Denise Presti and Rick McDonald,
vocals, will be breaking up partly
because the members have other
offers to cohsider. Ace remarked,
"I was the first to decide, then the
band said it wouldn't replace me
and called it quits. I felt it was unfair to the band to take too much
sidework. I would like to get back
to more free lancing."
The "Randy Bachelors" are
known for getting the crowd going. Their stage presence is
always felt and they put on an excellent show. The band is also
constantly learning new music. On
Friday night, 'live' mikes in the
crowd will enable the band to
record their top original White
Guy.
What can Fairfield University
students expect on the 9th? "A
party worth staying for because of
added attractions. This is not just
another gig for us." So stay
around next weekend and come to
an Oak Room you won't soon
forget.

|l .j....|... .)..:. .|. -'. .]. . . I. . . .|. . . .!., .> -|. .'. .1. i.l. .1. .;.! .1.' .!,

STILL
by Diana Filiano
Across from each other
they sit.
But the gap is no real distance between their hearts.
They eat in the silence of familiarity
Yet neither one minds.
Few words are spokenc
Their eyes understand,
But do others?
She has a twitch.
He's had throat cancer.
yet there is no discomfort;
no shame.
Across from each other
they sit.
In Love.
Still.

Classified
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A $3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
PIANO TEACHER wanted to teach
3 children. Call Mrs. Ciccarelli at
255-0066.
SOCCER INSTRUCTORS needed
to teach 8-12 yr. old boys. M&W
3:30-5:00 Wakeman Boys ClubSouthport-259-4805.
HELP WANTED-DOMINOS Pizza
now hiring pt. time delivery drivers. Must be 18, have own car & insurance. Starting hourly wage
$3.45 plus 6% mileage plus tips.
Come for an interview, 468 Tunxis
Hill Rd. or call 367-9956 bet. 9-3
Mon. thru Fri.
____^_
HOUSECLEANING — 1 day/wk.
Hrs. flex. Card #159.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES

ONE OR TWO FEM. STUDENTS
for housework & lawnwork. Hrs.
flex. Also, temporary residence
may be avble. for 1 or 2 students.
Share kitchen w/owner. Card #155.
STUDENT TO DO PRACTICE
TEACHING at nursery school. For
81-82 school yr. Hrs. 9-11:30 Mon.,
Wed. & Fri. No pay involved (experience). Card #148.

STUDENTS NEEDED for MM. Research work. Start Immed. Hrs.
flex. Card #157.
■
MALE-CUSTOMER SALES, stock,
etc. 4-5 days/wk. Wkdays 2-6 P.M.
or 3-6 P.M. Sat. 9-6 P.M. Card #156.
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING. 4-8
hrs./wk. Hrs. flex. $4 hr. Card #154.

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE
<203) 255 3605

$0
W

for 15 words
or less

$1

each additional
10 words.

YARDWORK—2 boys Jrs. or Srs.
Hswrk.-fem.-once/wk. Card#153.
LUNCH & NIGHT TIME HOSTESSES—Gen. kitchen help-dishwashers-bus people-bartenders. Card
#151.
TEACHER AID position for trainable mentally handicapped. IMMED. OPENING-8 A.M.-2:15 P.M.
Mon.thru Fri. w/benefits. Card #150.

**22A

PHONE

255-1596

A PIZZA CENTER RESTAURANTS
^Plzza fBa&zd On ^Bxick Ovzni
JWanLcotkl
<SficigfiE:tti
J-aiagna
Minimum $20.00 order for delivery
116 POST ROAD
ANTHONY CAPOTORTO
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
PROPRIETOR

fll#

o

t>%

CLEANERS-TAILORS-LAUNDERERS
1580 Post Rd.

FAIRFIELD
255-1068

Next to
TRADING POST

I-i-I-:-T—1-T-li-i-i;-i-"-j-il-i-:-[-]-i-:-i-i'-i-]:-i-i-i-,—T— I-I

GILBERTFS
PACKAGE STORE
278 KING'S HIGHWAY CUTOFF
ONLY 3/4 OF A MILE FROM THE CAMPUS
(Near the Condos)

335-5498
FREE DELIVERY • KEGS

RYE
SCOTCH
TEQUILA
BOURBON

GIN
WINE
VODKA
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Women Netters
Drop First

Field Hockey Crushes Drew 5-0
by Sharon Pollice
The Fairfield Womens Field
Hockey team, coming off a good
year, has begun its new season in
winning fashion by taking their
first two games.
Last Saturday, Fairfield edged
visiting West Conn by a score of
2-1, in the opening season battle.
With West Conn leading 1-0 in the
first half, Lauren Lam tied the
game with a solid reversed stick
shot assisted by Sue Harrison. In
the second half, senior captain
Nancy Whelan reached for a goal
to break the 1-1 tie.
The Stag offense led by
veterans Nancy Whelan, Barbara

Weyant, and Lauren Lam steadily
broke through the West Conn
defense and managed to take 30
shots during the course of the
game. The consistently strong
Fairfield defense held West Conn
to no shots in the second half.
Outstanding defensive performances were by freshman Sue
Harrison on the lines and goalie
Mary Carrington with 3 saves.
On Wednesday, Fairfield once
again displayed its winning form
by crushing Drew by a score of 5-0.
At 19:24, Barbara Weyant began
the Stag offensive attack with a
goal assisted by Nancy Whelan.
Less than one minute later, Lauren

Lam, continuing her fine playing,
scored to contribute to the Fairfield cause. Prior to halftime, Nancy Whelan slapped a winner to
the score to 3-0. In second half action, it was Barbara Weyant scoring her second goal of the day on
another fine assist by Nancy
Whelan. The final goal came at
26:42 from talented Sue Harrison.
The Fairfield offense proved its
effectiveness as they easily
penetrated the Drew defense and
took 21 shots. They had excellent
movement and control throughout
the game. The Stag defense also
turned in a strong performance.
They held Drew to 3 shots during
the entire game. Defensive standouts were Peggy Kiely, Phylliss
Sorenson, Sue Harrison, and
Diane Beleveau.
Second year coach Marilyn
Rowe is optimistic about the
young season. With many fine
returning players, she feels Fairfield has experience in its corner.
Senior captain Nancy Whelan
believes that the freshmen, adding
a new dimension to the team, will
be a key to the success of the
team. Last year, Fairfield had 5
ties in ten games. Two of those
ties have been with West Conn
and Drew. Coach Rowe is looking
for more scoring in order to put
those ties into the win column. It
The thrill of it all. Senior Captain Nancy Whalen celebrates a score in looks as if Coach Rowe might be
Wednesday's 5-0 rout of Drew.
[Photo by Kathy Zacynski] getting her wish.

by Debra A. Estock
Impressive in winning their
home opener against the University of New Haven a week ago
Saturday by sweeping all 9
matches, the women's tennis
team concluded the week with a
victory over Drew University this
past Wednesday before suffering
their first defeat at the hands of
the University of Hartford on
Saturday. They now stand 2-1.
The women netters of Coach
Tamma O'Mara picked up their
second victory in a hard-fought
match that was a lot closer than
the score indicated. Against Drew,
Fairfield won 8 matches and lost
only 1 to gain the win.
Coach O'Mara seems pleased
with her team's progress thus far,
but she warns it is too early to tell.
"We played very well against
Drew University," said O'Mara. "In
our singles matches we started
out slowly, falling behind, but then
we picked it right up. Drew has a
very good team and the girls showed great desire in staying in
there," she added.
After the Drew match, O'Mara
noted, "All our upcoming matches
are going to be tough, especially
our next two, Southern Conn, and

Holy Cross. Last year we defeated
Holy Cross by just one match and
Southern Conn., an addition to our
schedule usually has a good
team."
The Lady Stags suffered their
first loss of the season at Hartford, 6-1. She stated that the final
score doesn't show the closeness
of the individual matches and added that they just didn't put it all
together when it counted.
Linda Tricomi, senior co-captain
from Douglaston, N.Y. shares
similar feelings about the team
concurrent with her coach. She is
aware of the tougher schedule this
year but feels they (the players)
can handle it.
"We have a lot of depth on the
team and some new players, so
I'm really enthusiastic about this
year. We should do very well,"
stated Tricomi,
With a tough slate ahead of
them, O'Mara concluded, "After
our next few matches, I'll have a
better feel of how they'll do under
real pressure.!'
Taking to the road for a string of
five away matches, the women netters don't return home until
Wednesday, October 14th, when
they play an afternoon match
against Wesleyan University.

Sports This Week
Friday, October 2

There's a race of men that don't fit in,
A race that can't stay still;
So they break the hearts of kith and kin,
And tbey *04m the world at will,
ftoberl Service'

Baseball at St. John's
Women's Tennis at Conn. State Tourney

3:30

Saturday, October 3
Soccer vs. Rhode Island
Baseball vs. Quinnipiac
Cross Country at N.Y. Tech
Women's Tennis at Conn. State Tourney
Field Hockey vs. Barrington
Club Football vs. Norwalk CO

11:00
1:00

4:00
7:30

Sunday, October 4
Baseball vs. Eastern Conn. (2)

1:00

Monday, October 5
4:00

Soccer vs. New Haven
Tuesday, October 6
Baseball vs. New Haven
Women's Tennis at Queens

3:30
3:30

Wednesday, October 7
Soccer at Manhattan
Baseball vs. Sacred Heart

MIR0 FARMS

3:30
3:30

Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

I '<

Kttkon

1

|5| J\\axcjo'i. Sty Cut

FOR MEN & WO MEN /%j
Tel. 371-6942^- *
TRUMBULL SHOPPING PARK

HIDE & SEES
LEATHER SHOP

BOOTS
BELTS
BUCKLES
HATS

JACKETS
VESTS
HANDBAGS
WALLETS
M I i\

2 1462 - POST RD. 40A
IFAIRFIELD, CONN. ^5^

Post
Yikon Jack
Post Yukon Jack in your room with a colorful 22" x 28" poster.
Just send $3.00 to Yukon Jack, the Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors,
P.O. Box 11152, Newington, CT 06111.
Yukon Jack. 100 Proof Imported Liqueur. Imported by Heublein, Inc.,
Hartford, CT. Sole Agents U.S.A. *© 1907:Dodd, Mead & Co., Inc.

LOWER MALL

10% discount w/ Prep

orF.u.i.D.
255-6406

I

^nnnninuinninninaiDuinninninaaanainnianiadiDainDPaoninncianDro

PATERSON'S

TYPEWRITER SERVICE
When your typewriter needs repair, we're
the ones to solve the problem.
•Typewriter rentals
•We repair all makes
• Complete line of ribbons
•We also stock SCM cartridges
•Sales & service on pocket calculators
•Student discount to F.U.
1976 Post Road Across from
Devores Donuts—255-2430
aEK ■nf^BinnioaBBiDDriopninpiata&dPniaoiaaacjnDioppcMi^riDancH
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Soccer Team's Woes Continue; Stand 0-4
by Michael Dunn

Stag keeper Brian Jozwiak clears the ball in Saturday's 2-1 loss to Marist.
The loss was the booters fourth in a row.
[Photo by Jeanne Begley]

Gridders Rout
Livingston 28-10
by Chris Byrd
Coach Fran Lynch's gridders
took their second game in a row
Saturday as they downed Livingston 28-10 at Livingston. The
victory raised the Fairfield
eleven's record to 2-1.
Despite the fact Livingston took
an early 3-0 lead on a 43 yard field
goal, the game was never really in
doubt for the Stags.
Though the New Jersey school
was unable to produce a first
down in their first possession,
they benefited from Fairfield
penalties. These penalties led to
Livingston's first score. However,
the hosts would never lead again.
Fairfield safety Bob Meyers,
behind Jhe_Qutstanding blocking
67 his forward wall, took the Livingston kickoff on the two and raced 98 yards to give the Stags the
lead. The conversion was good,
making it 7-3.
An interception by linebacker
Scott Frederickson led to the next
score by Lynch's eleven. He intercepted the ball in Livingston'
territory and returned it to the
hosts' 19. On the next play, wide

receiver Larry LeBlanc scored on a
reverse. Tony DeLuca converted
and the Stags led 14-3 at halftime.
LeBlanc turned the trick again
on the opening kickoff of the second half. He took the ball on the
five, and again, behind outstanding blocking went 95 yards for
the score. DeLuca converted giving the gridders a comfortable advantage 21-3.
Livingston scored a third
quarter touchdown to close the
gap at 21-10. That would be as
close as the hosts would come.
In the early moments of the
fourth quarter, Fairfield quarterback Dan Almedin completed his
second pass of the night to Dick
Cunningham for a 12 yard score.
DeLuca's conversion made the
final tally 28-10.
The play of the special teams
and the defense proved to be the
keys for the Stags in this contest.
Larry LeBlanc's second half
kickoff return proved to be
decisive for Lynch's eleven. Commented the Club's Information
Director Jim Pascarella, "When

Basebalf Team Drops Three
by Joe P. Pietro
Inconsistency prevailed last
weekend as the Fairfield baseball
team lost three games. The losses
dropped their record to 4-7.
The squad's best showing was
in a hard fought 5-3 loss to Eastern
Connecticut on Friday night. Playing without two starting outfielders, the Stags were underdogs against an excellent EConn
team. Geoff Myers got things rolling by striking out the side in the
first innii.g, much to the joy of his
chanting fielders. But Fairfield
could not muster enough offense
to support Myers. A two-run double by Carmine Farese was the big
blow in the game for the Stags.
Notable performances were
turned in by Joe De Vellis and Tom
Fotey. The latter is a storybook
case if there ever were one. Cut
from the squad early in the fall,
Fotey was reinstated by Coach C.
Donald Cook in order to replenish
the depleted outfield corps. Thus
far, Fotey has performed well,
making two lunging catches and
throwing out two runners at the
plate. He also has had a hit in
every game he has participated in.
The following morning the
Stags played, or tried to play a
doubleheader against Pace
University. By the third inning,
Pace had already built up an un-

surmountable 10-0 lead. Ironically,
Bob McCandlish was not pitching
badly during those innings. It was
the men playing behind him who
were having a rough time. Many of
them had trouble fielding because
every.time one looked in the air, ail
he would see was a mean ball of
fire shedding its potent rays. But
the sun couid not be used as an
alibi for every error committed.
There were many errors on ground
balls. Coach Cook was visibly
disappointed with the team's performance. After that, the Stags
would go on to score eight runs in
the last two innings including
freshman Mark Portanova's three
run home run. But they fell short
by the score of 12-8
The defense improved in the second game but the offense once
again was stagnated in Pace's 4-0
victory. Dave Caseria had a strong
game on the mound for the Stags.
The game was all but over in the
first inning as Pace pushed across
two runs. Excellent Pace pitching
limited Fairfield to just two hits.
In most of the games this year,
the diamondmen have fallen
behind, and no one can win consistently from behind. As shortstop Ron Clarke puts it, "We need
more consistency; and I'm
definitely no exception."

The Fairfield University Soccer
team dropped a pair of 2-1 decisions last week to run their record
to 0-4 on the young season. The
two games, against Connecticut
College and Marist College, were
very reminiscent of last year. The
Stags scored the first goal in each
game only to give up the
equalizers and the winners. The
Stags next game will be at home,
as Fairfield takes on perennial
New England power Rhode Island
in an 11:00 AM Saturday contest.
Last Tuesday the Stags travelled to New London to take on Connecticut College. After a scoreless
first half, Fairfield took on the role
of the aggressor. They forced the
action, firing many near misses at
the Connecticut College net. The
Stags finally broke the scoreless
deadlock at the 23:14 mark of the
second half as Al Zappala tallied
his first goal of the year. Mark
Longwell led Zappala with a
gorgeous pass down right wing.
Zappala, already having beaten his
man, beat the goalie to his lower
right side.
The previously impenetrable
Stag defense now began to falter.
Connecticut College pressed and
came up with the tying goal with
about 15 minutes remaining. The
goal, coming off an indirect kick,
was scored by Steve Di Mattel after
a scramble in front of the Fairfield
net. Connecticut College continued to force the play. It was inevitable that they would eventually
come up with the winner. It came
with 7:14 remaining in the game as
Jamie Santiella headed in a chip
over the Stag wall.

The Marist game marked the
first time the Stags have played on
their new home field. Once again
the first half was scoreless, and
once again the Fairfield opened
the scoring. Off a throw-in, Kevin
O'Connell lept high above the
pack to head the ball into the
lower left hand corner of the net.
Give the assist to Mark Longwell.
The Stags continued to apply
pressure for a while but then the

tables began to turn. Marist left
wing, Matt Heagney, took a pass
down the left side and proceeded
to burn Stag defender Bill Lee. At
that point Fairfield goalie Brian
Jozwiak came out of the goal to
cut off Heagney's angle. It was too
late as the high scoring wing picked his spot and scored. The winner for Marist came just four
minutes later as Victor Milsani
scored off a rebound.

They Call It
Softball
by Chris Byrd
The Game of Softball was
setback generations Friday.
Not since Nicky Neanderthal
and Charly CroMagnon hit each
other over the head with clubs
has the world seen a more confusing and poorly performed
athletic event. The MIRROR
played FUSA. The MIRROR,
once again, lost. The final was
8 - 7.
The game began for the MIRROR as poorly as it would end.
In the bottom of the first, with
Sports Editor Chris Byrd on the
mound, the newsmen fell
behind 2-0. With two on, John
"Sogi" Soghigan sent a ball
that had his name written all
over it (and, believe me, it was
hard to fit his name on the ball)
sailing over leftfielder Pat
Reap's head for a 2 run homer.
The newsmen countered

with two in the second, but the
politicos upped their advantage to 6-2 and the cause appeared all but lost for the
MIRROR.
But luck, for a change, seemed to be on their side. Led by
Carl "editorializing"Gustafson,
Mike "business sense" Bolton,
and Keith "I write Sports"
Lindenburg, the MIRROR
rallied (and what a rally it wasl)
for five runs in the sixth to take
the lead 7-6.
The Politicos, however,
gathered what wits they had
left. With Byrd back on the hill
(it wasn't really a hill, but the
reader will grant the writer
poetic license) he had a chance
to redeem himself. He blew it!
FUSA, bolstered by timely hitting and untimely fielding by
the newsmen, rallied for two in
the eighth to win 8-7. The
MIRROR has lost another one.

MIRROR

SPORTS
someone returns a kick like that
against you, it takes the wind out
of your sails." The defense turned
in its third outstanding performance in a row. The unit caused
three turnovers on the night.
Defensive lineman Sean Milano
explained his unit's success, "We
ran a lot of slants and stunts and
blitzes, which we could do with a
big lead."
The offense, however, could
produce only 146 yeards. Dan
Aldedin completed only 2 of 12
passes for 19 yards. The bright
spot in the offense remains the
play of fullback Al Naples. On the
day, Naples carried 18 times for 92
yards. Pascarella commented on
the offense's play in the contest,
"They came around: toward the
end. The offense is progressing
well."

Women's Cross Country
Shows Improvement

by Delia J. Smith
Fairfield University's Women's
Cross-country Club ventured to
Staten Island on Saturday,
September 19, to compete in the
first Wagner College invitational
five kilometer race. Kate Keating
of Fordham garnered the in-,
dividuai's laurels with a swift
clocking of 21:39, as Fordham also
went on to capture the team title.
In ninth place, Carla Lohmann was
the first iady Stag to cross the
finish line with-atime of 24:59. Not
far behind her were her fetfow club
runners, Jeanne Begley and Geri
Ann Carbone in thirteenth place
and fifteenth ptace, respectively.
Dr. Boitano is quite proud of the

club's progress. "I have good feelings about the club," he said.
"They have been practicing and
are very much improved. I think
that Carla Lohmann has the makings of a top-flight runner if she
keeps at it, and Geri Carbone and
Liz Hare are both improving daily."
Boitano continued, "Our club is
young and undermanned, with only two freshmen and one
sophomore, but whatever the dub
lacks in experience it makes up for
with enthusiasm."
The club's next race will be at
New York Tech on October 3. Any
woman interested in participating
should contact Dr. Boitano in Bannow 211.

Male Harriers Fifth At Marist
by John Puleo
The Stags 1981 cross-country
squad opened their season with
good showings in their first three
meets, including a seventh place
finish in the sixth annual Fairfield
Invitational. New Haven took the
team title in that one, with Marist
finishing second.
Leading the way for the Stags in
the Fairfield meet was Joe Motherway, the top returning runner from
a year ago and the only senior on
the team. His time of 27:15 was
good enough for 28th place. Pat
Tobin, picking up where he left off
after a fine freshman year, took
32nd in a time of 27:37. Freshmen
took the next two spots for the
Stags, with Paul Netzche (27:41)
and Bob Blake (28:30) placing 33rd
and 36th respectively. Kevin
O'Keefe, another of last year's fine
freshmen, rounded out the scor-

ing by finishing 42nd in a time of
29:38. Mike MiHerick (30:10) and
Phil Amarante (30:35) also placed
for Fairfield.
In the Marist Invitational, it was
again Joe Motherway and Pat
Tobin who paced the Stags.
Motherway covered the tough 5.5
mile course in 30:11, taking 21st,
while Tobin was right behind him
in 23rd (30:25). Bob Blake ran
another fine race, taking 25th in a
time of 31:03. Kevin O'Keefe and
Paul Nitzche took the Stag's final
scoring places, finishing 26th and
27th in times of 31:18 and 31:24.
Marist won the team title in their
meet, while Fairfield took fifth.
Last Thursday the Stags traveled to Van Cortlandt Park in the
Bronx for the first Metro Atlantic
Conference meet. Running
without
their
top
man
(Motherway), the young Fairfield

squad could finish no better than
sixth, lona beat out Manhattan for
the team title. Tobin led the way
for the Stags in a time of 30:07,
while the freshmen Nitzche and
Blake continued to run well, turning in times of 30:33 and 30:40.
O'Keefe took Fairfield's fourth
spot with a time of 30:44, while
two more freshmen, Chuck Colliton and Phil Amarante, cruised
home in 32:47 and 32:53.
Hopes for this year's Stag harriers may depend on how well the
freshmen come along. Motherway
points out that "The majority of
the team are freshmen, so we have
a young team. The upperclassmen
will have to work that much harder
if we are to do better this year."
Coach Nick Giaguinto's squad will
travel to New York on Saturday for
the New York Tech Invitational.
Starting time is 10:00

